Graduate Faculty Executive Committee Actions  
Academic Year 2015-2016

September 11, 2015
Restructure – Medical Genetics M.S. Move from the Graduate School to be wholly housed within the School of Medicine and Public Health
Restructure – Prevention and Intervention Science Doctoral Minor and Graduate/Professional Certificate from the School of Nursing to the Department of Educational Psychology
New – Occupational Therapy OTD

October 9, 2015
Discontinue – Certificate of Specialist in Gerontology Graduate/Professional Certificate

November 20, 2015
Discontinue – Materials Science Doctoral Minor
Rename – Materials Engineering Doctoral Minor to Materials Science and Engineering Doctoral Minor

December 11, 2015
Restructure – Freshwater and Marine Sciences MS/PhD/Doctoral Minor change in academic home from College of Engineering to the Department of Zoology in the College of Letters and Science (Minor inclusion clarified at 2/12/16 GFEC meeting)
Three-Year Check-In – Sustainable Systems Engineering Named Option in the Engineering M.Eng.

February 12, 2016
Restructure – Languages and Cultures of Asia MA/PhD/Doctoral Minor and related Named Options change in academic home from the Department of Languages and Cultures of Asia to the Department of Asian Languages and Cultures
Restructure – Japanese MA/PhD/Doctoral Minor change in academic home from the Department of East Asian Languages and Literature to the Department of Asian Languages and Cultures
Restructure – Chinese MA/PhD/Doctoral Minor change in academic home from the Department of East Asian Languages and Literature to the Department of Asian Languages and Cultures
Restructure – German MA/PhD/Doctoral Minor change in academic home from the Department of German to the Department of German, Nordic and Slavic
Restructure – Slavic Languages and Literature MA/PhD/Doctoral Minor change in academic home from the Department of Slavic Languages and Literature to the Department of German, Nordic and Slavic
Restructure – Scandinavian Studies MA/PhD/Doctoral Minor change in academic home from the Department of Scandinavian Studies to the Department of German, Nordic and Slavic
Discontinue – Quantitative Finance Named Option in the Business: Finance, Investment and Banking M.S.